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UNITED STATES BORDER PATROL
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
ENHANCED MEDICAL SUPPORT EFFORTS
I.

BACKGROUND

United States Customs and Border Protection (CBP) adheres to the Transport, Escort,
Detention, and Search (TEDS) standards, and other applicable or superseding policies,
standards, and regulations regarding medical support for persons in custody. CBP
Directive #2210-004 provides direction regarding Enhanced Medical Support for
persons in custody along the southwest border (SWB). This Implementation Plan
provides additional implementing detail regarding United States Border Patrol’s (USBP)
approach to enhanced medical support along the SWB.
This Implementation Plan includes a high-level Concept of Operations (CONOPS) with
accompanying detailed Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) Annexes. SOPs/Annexes
may be added or modified without invalidating this Implementation Plan. Additional
protocols may be developed to support this Plan and the associated SOPs.

II.

APPLICABILITY

This Implementation Plan applies to USBP facilities that conduct short-term holding of
persons in custody and to the personnel engaged with them along the SWB, subject to
operational considerations and the availability of required resources.

III. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
A. USBP OPERATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
1. USBP is a law enforcement organization responsible for homeland security,
which includes the deterrence, detection, apprehension, processing and
short-term holding of persons interdicted between the ports of entry of the
United States.
2. USBP is committed to enhancing medical support along the SWB for the
appropriate care and custody of those in USBP facilities.
3. USBP’s goal is to expedite transfer of persons in custody to ICE or HHS as
appropriate, or to otherwise transfer or release persons from USBP custody,
as expeditiously as possible. See 8 U.S.C. § 1232(b)(3).
i. This goal informs CBP’s approach to medical support.
ii. From a medical perspective, the optimal approach is to expedite transfer
of persons from CBP custody (with limited medical support capabilities)
to HHS or ICE custody (with robust, detention-level medical support
capabilities) or into a broader community with additional medical support
capabilities.
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4. USBP facilities are not designed with medical capabilities to conduct longerterm detention. USBP’s partner organizations, including U.S. Immigration
and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and the Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) are intended to conduct longer-term detention, with more
robust, detention-level medical support capabilities.
B. POLICY, AUTHORITIES, AND STANDARDS
1. USBP shall adhere to relevant and current or superseding policies,
authorities, and standards regarding medical support for persons in custody
including:
i. TEDS Standards;
ii. CBP Enhanced Medical Support Directive;
iii. Other relevant Department of Homeland Security (DHS)/CBP medical
directives and policies; and
iv. Applicable legal authorities, including statutory requirements (e.g.
Homeland Security Act, Immigration and Nationality Act, and Trafficking
Victims Protection Reauthorization Act), and all applicable court orders
and consent decrees.
C. COMMAND AND CONTROL
1. The Chief of the USBP shall have responsibility for overall direction,
management, and oversight of USBP medical support efforts in accordance
with any policy guidance from the CBP Office of the Commissioner.
2. USBP Special Operations Headquarters (SOH) shall have responsibility for
coordination of USBP medical support efforts.
3. USBP Sector Chief Patrol Agents shall have responsibility for direction of
USBP medical support efforts within their respective sectors.
4. CBP Chief Medical Officer (CMO) shall provide medical direction and
oversight for USBP medical support efforts.
5. The CBP CMO shall be responsible for coordinating with the DHS CMO to
ensure alignment with departmental requirements and policies, in
accordance with the DHS CMO’s role to provide operational medical
support under Public Law 115-387 of December 21, 2018, the “Countering
Weapons of Mass Destruction Act of 2018”, which amends the Homeland
Security Act of 2002 ((6 U.S.C. 591 et seq.), as delineated in Section
1931.”
D. MEDICAL SUPPORT GOALS
1. USBP enhanced medical support shall:
i. Align with the USBP operational law enforcement mission;
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ii. Function as a front-line element of a broader network of medical care –
including local health systems, ICE, and HHS;
iii. Limit harm by providing appropriate access to medical care for persons
in custody;
iv. Promote CBP workforce health.
E. MEDICAL SUPPORT APPROACH
1. USBP recognizes its critical role in medical support, consistent with its law
enforcement mission, as a front-line element of a broader network of
medical support.
2. USBP shall rely heavily on referral to local health systems (and local
standards of care). Additionally, USBP will rely on transfer to partners at ICE
and HHS that have been designed and funded with more robust medical
capabilities.
i. USBP shall utilize a layered approach to medical support, with no single
point of failure.
ii. Agents recognize and respond to signs/symptoms of injury, illness, or
infection.
iii. USBP shall promptly activate the 911 system or refer persons in custody
to the local health system whenever appropriate for evaluation and
treatment.
iv. USBP shall ensure the conduct of health intake interviews and medical
assessments as directed by the Enhanced Medical Directive (CBP
Directive 2210-004). (SOP II)
v. USBP shall have contracted medical support personnel at medical
priority facilities along the SWB. (SOP I)
vi. Contracted medical support capabilities shall include:


initial medical assessment;



diagnosis;



treatment of basic medical conditions;



medical referral for complex or urgent conditions;



follow-up care while in CBP custody;



public health/infectious disease management (PH/ID); and



medical summaries prior to travel, transfer, or release, as
appropriate.
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vii. USBP shall have a low threshold for timely referral of persons in custody
with complex or urgent medical issues to the local health system.
viii. USBP shall coordinate and collaborate with a broad network of medical
support stakeholders.
ix. The CBP CMO shall provide medical direction and oversight of USBP
medical support efforts on an ongoing basis.
x. USBP, in coordination with the CBP CMO, shall support a robust and
responsive CBP Medical Quality Management (MQM) program for the
enhanced medical support efforts in this plan. (SOP VII)
xi. USBP shall coordinate with and request assistance from other relevant
stakeholders, such as DHS, ICE, HHS, the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC), and state/local health officials, as appropriate, for
additional medical support.
xii. In particular, USBP shall coordinate closely with ICE and HHS regarding
transfer of persons in custody with medical issues identified, to include
infectious diseases, mental health issues, and acute or chronic medical
conditions.
F. ANNEXES: ENHANCED MEDICAL SUPPORT STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
(SOPS)
SOP I: Enhanced Medical Support: USBP shall determine medical priority
locations and establish contracted medical support
SOP II: Enhanced Medical Support Process: USBP shall design and execute
enhanced medical support processes
SOP III: Medical Support for Juveniles: USBP shall emphasize appropriate
medical support for juveniles in custody.
SOP IV: Identification and Notification of Medical Issues: USBP shall develop
and implement procedures for identification and notification of medical issues.
SOP V: Enhanced Medical Monitoring: USBP shall develop and implement
procedures for enhanced medical monitoring.
SOP VI: Medication Review: USBP shall develop and implement procedures for
medication review.
SOP VII: Medical Quality Management (MQM): USBP shall support CBP MQM
program efforts.
SOP VIII: Public Health (PH)/Infectious Disease (ID) Management: USBP shall
ensure appropriate consideration of PH/ID issues in its medical support efforts.
SOP IX: USBP shall ensure appropriate medical documentation, data
management, reporting, communication, coordination, and continuity of care.
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SOP X: Surge and Crisis Level Medical Support: USBP shall develop and
implement processes for surge and crisis level medical support
SOP XI: Medical Monitoring, Compliance, and Review: USBP shall ensure
appropriate monitoring, compliance, and review of USBP medical support
efforts.
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U.S. BORDER PATROL
ENHANCED MEDICAL SUPPORT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE ANNEXES
I.

ENHANCED MEDICAL SUPPORT – Medical Priority Facilities and Medical Support
Contract
A. CBP MEDICAL PRIORITY FACILITIES
1. USBP SOH shall work with USBP Sectors and the CBP CMO to identify
medical priority facilities using operational risk management methodology
for enhanced medical support along the southwest border.
i. While defining specific operational risk management criteria for medical
priority facilities will depend on a number of variables, essential
considerations include:
a. volume (number of persons apprehended/in custody);
b. demographics (priority emphasis on juveniles, UACs,
family units);
c. duration of time in custody;
d. remoteness and availability of local medical care.
ii. The designation of medical priority facilities will be dependent on specific
operational circumstances in the border environment, as determined in
consultation with Sector leadership, USBP SOH, and CBP CMO.
iii. Medical priority facilities will have contracted medical support personnel
onsite to facilitate enhanced medical support efforts outlined in this plan.
B. MEDICAL SUPPORT CONTRACT
1. USBP SOH shall develop, fund, and manage a Medical Support Contract to
facilitate CBP’s enhanced medical support efforts.
i. A national level USBP Medical Services Contract Officer Representative
(COR) shall be designated to provide technical administration of the
contract and ensure proper U.S. Government (USG) surveillance of the
contractor’s performance. Additionally, each USBP sector with medical
services shall assign a Medical Services Contract Task Order Monitor
(TOM) to provide technical administration and surveillance of contractor
performance at the regional component level.
ii. The contract shall include personnel and resource requirements
necessary to facilitate USBP medical support efforts and service delivery
at designated medical priority facilities.
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iii. The contract shall include medical providers licensed and credentialed to
provide assessment, treatment, and referral for the population in
custody, including juveniles, pregnant women, and adults.
iv. The contract’s Statement of Work (SOW) shall include appropriate
administrative, professional oversight, program management, reporting,
and MQM requirements.
v. CBP CMO shall provide medical direction and medical oversight of the
contract.
vi. DHS CMO may review USBP medical support contracts.
vii. On an annual basis, USBP shall estimate medical support contract
budgetary and other medical support requirements, and provide this
information to CBP leadership and CBP Office of Finance to inform
appropriate CBP and DHS budget formulation planning action.

II.

ENHANCED MEDICAL SUPPORT PROCESS
A. AGENT OBSERVATION/PATIENT SELF-REPORTING

1. USBP agents observe, recognize, and respond to signs/symptoms of injury,
illness, or infection. Observed or reported injuries or illnesses will be
communicated to a supervisor, documented in the e3 system or another
approved system of record, and appropriate medical care should be
provided or sought in a timely manner.

2. USBP agents shall promptly activate the 911 system or refer persons in
custody to the local health system for urgent or emergent medical issues.

3. Agents shall notify persons in custody that they have a right to medical
treatment, and encourage individuals in custody to self-refer or to refer
family members or companions for medical care.
B. HEALTH INTAKE INTERVIEWS
1. USBP shall conduct a health intake interview on, at a minimum, all juveniles
in custody upon initial arrival at a short-term holding facility.
2. USBP shall use the Alien Initial Health Interview Questionnaire (CBP Form
2500), or successor, for this health interview.
3. The health interview shall be conducted by medical personnel or by USBP
agents, as appropriate and in the primary language preferred by the person
in custody, using language interpretation services if needed.
4. Health interviews will be conducted as expeditiously as possible upon arrival
at a facility, preferably prior to entering the holding area of a facility.
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5. The health interview shall be documented in the e3 system or another
approved system of record in accordance with relevant privacy
considerations.
6. During the health interview, USBP agents or medical personnel shall identify
juveniles who are tender age (12 and under), and anyone with an illness,
injury, or other medical issue to be referred for a medical assessment.
7. Guided by the health intake interview, USBP agents or medical personnel
will make the appropriate disposition, based on the circumstances (e.g.
USBP agents or medical personnel may activate 911/EMS; refer/transport
to local health system; or refer to onsite medical provider for further
evaluation/medical assessment).
C. MEDICAL ASSESSMENTS
1. Medical assessments will be conducted by USBP-contracted medical
providers, where available. Medical assessments shall be conducted on, at
a minimum, tender age juveniles, and anyone with a positive health
interview or otherwise identified with injury, illness, or other medical issues.
2. Where contracted medical providers are not available, individuals in custody
will be referred to the local health system or other available health care
providers for a medical assessment, as appropriate.
3. Medical assessments shall include a detailed assessment for potential
medical issues requiring further evaluation, including targeted history,
physical exam, vital signs; review of systems; and disposition.
4. Medical assessments shall be conducted as expeditiously as possible upon
arrival at a facility for processing, in accordance with other law enforcement
requirements.
5. Medical assessments shall be documented in paper form or in CBP’s
Electronic Medical Record (EMR) system in accordance with relevant
privacy considerations.
6. Following completion of medical assessments, for individuals identified as
requiring additional medical evaluation or treatment, USBP agents shall
make the appropriate disposition, based on the circumstances and medical
recommendations (e.g. USBP and medical personnel may activate
911/EMS; refer/transport to local health system; or conduct medical
encounter/treatment onsite).
D. ONSITE MEDICAL TREATMENT
1. All medical contract provisions will be specified in the SOW and will, at
minimum, include the following requirements.
2. At identified medical priority locations, USBP contracted medical personnel
shall be onsite and able to provide evaluation and treatment for basic
8
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medical issues identified both upon initial intake assessment and throughout
time in custody.
3. Medical encounters shall be documented in paper form or in CBP’s EMR
system (under development) subject to relevant privacy considerations.
4. Contracted medical personnel shall have a low threshold for referral to the
local health system for complex, urgent, emergent, or other medical issues
as appropriate.
E. FOLLOW -UP CARE
1. USBP contract medical personnel at medical priority facilities shall provide
follow up care after referral to a local health system or hospitalization, as
appropriate. This care shall include enhanced medical monitoring as
appropriate in accordance with SOP V.
F. PH/ID SUPPORT
1. USBP contracted medical personnel shall provide support to early
identification, treatment, isolation, referral, infection control, and public
health support for infectious diseases in USBP facilities in accordance with
SOP VIII.
G. MEDICAL SUMMARY
1. USBP contracted medical personnel shall provide a medical summary as
appropriate for persons with medical issues identified or addressed during
custody to accompany the person in custody upon travel, transfer, or
release.
H. Medical Support Construct
1. USBP enhanced medical support will utilize a family medicine
model with medical teams at medical priority facilities consisting of
advanced practice providers and medical assistants providing the
above medical support capabilities.
2. Advanced practice providers will be licensed and credentialed to
provide assessment and care for the population in USBP custody, to
include juveniles, pregnant women, and adults.
3. USBP contract medical personnel shall include Physician
Supervisors assigned regionally to provide medical direction,
consultation, oversight, and MQM of advanced practice providers.

III. MEDICAL SUPPORT FOR JUVENILES
A. USBP recognizes the unique challenges of providing medical support to
juveniles in custody.
9
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B. Medical support for juveniles shall be an integral element of USBP medical
support efforts and is integral to the overarching USBP medical support
construct.
C. USBP shall continue to consult broadly with internal and external pediatric
subject matter experts, including USG pediatric experts.
D. USBP contracted medical support personnel shall be licensed and credentialed
to provide assessment and treatment for the population in custody, to include
juveniles.
E. PEDIATRIC ADVISORS
1. USBP shall contract board-certified pediatricians to serve as contracted
Pediatric Advisors to enhance CBP medical support for juveniles in custody.
2. Pediatric Advisors will be assigned regionally based on operational risk
management considerations. Every USBP sector shall have access to a
Pediatric Advisor for consultation.
F. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF PEDIATRIC ADVISORS
Pediatric Advisors will:
1. Advise on ongoing medical protocol development and refinement for
juveniles in USBP custody.
2. Provide consultation support to medical staff for complex juvenile medical
cases.
3. Develop and conduct juvenile focused in-service training and ongoing
professional development for CBP contract medical staff.
4. Contribute to MQM efforts through juvenile chart review and Ongoing
Professional Practice Evaluation (OPPE).
5. Monitor juvenile referral practices and patterns and coordinate with medical
providers and local health system to optimize juvenile referral practices.
i. Work with USBP, contract medical teams, and local health systems to
establish primary referral sites with pediatric expertise and referral
agreements as appropriate.

IV. IDENTIFICATION AND NOTIFICATION OF MEDICAL ISSUES
A. USBP’s approach to identification and notification of medical issues shall be
based on a multi-pronged, layered approach, with no single point of failure.
1. Agents shall notify persons in custody that they have a right to medical
treatment, and encourage individuals in custody to self-refer or to refer
family members or companions for medical care.
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2. Agents will observe, recognize, and respond to urgent medical issues
present in persons in custody that require activation of 911/EMS or transport
to the local health system.
3. Agents certified as EMTs may provide support to initial identification of
medical issues, triage, stabilization, referral, or transport, as appropriate.
4. Contracted security guards shall receive an orientation informing them that
they should refer persons in custody with medical concerns to an agent or
medical personnel.
5. Agents shall refer persons in custody with medical concerns to contracted
medical staff or the local health system, as appropriate.
6. Agents shall conduct regular welfare checks on persons in custody as
defined in CBP and USBP policy. These checks shall include observation
for apparent medical concerns.
7. Contract medical personnel shall maintain visibility on medical issues within
the population in custody and be prepared to engage on medical issues, as
appropriate.
8. USBP shall conduct Enhanced Medical Monitoring (SOP X) on persons
identified as having ongoing medical issues of concern.

V. Enhanced Medical Monitoring
A. At medical priority facilities, USBP shall ensure follow-up care, including
enhanced medical monitoring of persons in custody identified with significant
medical issues or concerns, with an emphasis on potential at-risk populations
such as juveniles.
1. USBP shall make reasonable efforts to limit holding persons with ongoing
medical issues at facilities without onsite medical support.
B. Medical personnel shall tailor the timing and scope of enhanced medical
monitoring to the individual clinical situation or circumstance, in accordance
with direction below.
C. Enhanced medical monitoring shall consist of, at a minimum, symptom check
and vital signs as appropriate by medical personnel.
D. Enhanced medical monitoring shall occur, at a minimum, every 4 hours.
E. Enhanced medical monitoring shall include a determination of the appropriate
medical monitoring requirements after referral to or discharge from the local
health system.
F. Enhanced medical monitoring shall include tracking of persons subject to
enhanced medical monitoring and turnover between shifts or rotation of
providers.
11
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G. Enhanced medical monitoring shall be documented as appropriate in paper
form or in CBP’s EMR system in accordance with relevant privacy
considerations.
H. Enhanced medical monitoring shall identify persons in custody whose condition
is deteriorating or who are not making expected progress. Medical personnel
will promptly notify or refer such persons to physician supervisors, pediatric
advisors, or the local health system, as appropriate.

VI.

Medication Review
A. USBP places a priority on ensuring safe access to appropriate medication for
persons in custody.
B. Upon initial processing during health intake interview or medical assessment,
persons in custody will be assessed for current medication needs.
C. If a person has medication with them, USBP will ensure it is assessed to
determine validity, currency, safety, and appropriateness. If the medication is
deemed appropriate, it may be dispensed in a controlled manner.
D. If there is any question about appropriateness of the medication, the person will
be evaluated by medical personnel onsite or referred to the local health system
as expeditiously as possible to evaluate medication requirements.
E. If medication is required, a prescription will be obtained from onsite medical
personnel or the local health system and filled by USBP.
F. Medications shall be held by USBP (for safety and security reasons per
standard law enforcement practice) and dispensed in a controlled manner
consistent with prescription instructions.
G. Persons in custody shall be provided a supply of medication or a prescription
as appropriate upon transfer or release and instructions regarding use of the
medication.

VII.

Medical Quality Management (MQM) – USBP shall participate fully in the
CBP MQM program, which shall include:
A. CONTRACTOR CONTROLS AND REVIEW
1. Contractor personnel conduct and review internal MQM efforts.
B. CONTRACT MONITORING CONTROLS AND REVIEW
1. COR and TOMs shall monitor and review compliance with contractual MQM
requirements.
C. MEDICAL CONTROLS AND REVIEW
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1. CBP CMO shall provide medical direction and oversight of MQM efforts.
2. CBP CMO shall coordinate with the DHS Office of the Chief Human Capital
Officer (OCHCO) and DHS CMO for support to MQM efforts.
D. CBP MQM program shall be compliant with the DHS MQM Directive.
E. The CBP CMO shall coordinate with CBP Management Inspections Division
(MID) and the CBP Juvenile Coordinator to include agency medical support
efforts in ongoing monitoring and compliance activities (SOP X).
F. MQM ELEMENTS:
1. Licensing and Credentials Review;
2. Professional Practice Evaluation (PPE)
3. Chart reviews;
4. In-service reviews;
5. Continuing Medical Education;
6. Quality Assurance/Process Improvement programs; and
7. Sentinel Event reviews.
G. SENTINEL/ADVERSE EVENT REVIEW
1. Medical review of significant (sentinel) adverse medical events such as
death or near-death in custody shall be an integral element of the MQM
program.
i. DHS CMO may review findings of CBP sentinel event reviews.
ii. CBP may seek external medical review of deaths in USBP custody if
CBP CMO and DHS CMO, or CBP leadership, request such review.
iii. USBP will cooperate with all reviews or investigations of deaths in
custody, such as by CBP’s Office of Professional Responsibility (OPR)
and DHS’s Office of the Inspector General (OIG), and applicable federal,
state, and local authorities, as appropriate (SOP X).
H. PHYSICIAN SUPERVISORS
1. USBP contracted Physician Supervisors will play an integral role in the CBP
MQM program through medical direction/oversight, ongoing chart review,
PPE, sentinel event review, and in-service programs.
I. PEDIATRIC ADVISORS
1. USBP contracted Pediatric Advisors will play an integral role in the CBP
MQM program, with a focus on care for juveniles, through pediatric medical
direction, ongoing chart review, PPE, sentinel event review, and in-service
programs.
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J. PATIENT SAFETY/QUALITY MANAGERS
1. USBP contracted Patient Safety/Quality Managers will support internal
administration of the MQM program and provide coordination and
documentation of MQM program efforts.
K. USBP shall continue to expand and enhance support to the CBP MQM
program in concert with the expansion and enhancement of its medical support
efforts.

VIII. Public Health (PH)/Infectious Disease (ID) Management
A. USBP will conduct robust PH/ID management efforts for persons in custody
and its workforce.
B. CBP CMO shall provide medical direction and oversight of USBP PH/ID
management efforts.
C. USBP, with CBP CMO, shall continue to consult with partners and
stakeholders, including DHS, DHS Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction
(CWMD)/CMO, HHS, CDC, and state and local health officials, as appropriate,
for effective integration of disease surveillance and to address PH/ID issues in
its facilities.
D. USBP, with CBP CMO, shall continue to refine, update, and enhance protocols
regarding PH/ID events in its facilities.
E. USBP shall emphasize early identification and evaluation for PH/ID issues in
persons in custody.
F. ID cases shall be assessed and treated onsite (where contracted medical
support personnel are available) or referred to the local health system as
appropriate.
G. USBP shall take action to address isolation/cohorting/quarantine considerations
for persons in custody, as appropriate, in consultation with state/local and CDC
health officials, as well as the CBP CMO.
H. USBP, with CBP CMO, shall continue to refine, update, and enhance protocols
specific for enhanced flu control measures, emphasizing early identification,
appropriate infection control measures, hygiene/sanitation, isolation/quarantine,
onsite rapid diagnosis, onsite treatment with antiviral medication, antiviral
prophylaxis, referral for complex/urgent cases, enhanced medical monitoring,
and disease surveillance.
I. REPORTABLE DISEASES
1. USBP shall ensure reporting of reportable diseases diagnosed in its custody
to state/local and CDC health officials as appropriate.
J. INFECTIOUS DISEASE SURVEILLANCE
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1. At medical priority facilities, USBP shall track incidents of infectious disease
(e.g. flu, varicella, tuberculosis) in persons in custody and provide weekly
infectious disease summary reporting to CBP CMO and CBP leadership for
notification to DHS HQ, CWMD/CMO, and other stakeholders as
appropriate.
2. USBP, with the CBP CMO, shall provide immediate, spot reports of
significant, unusual, or alarming incidents or trends related to infectious
disease.

IX.

Medical Documentation, Communication, and Continuity of Care
A. USBP shall ensure appropriate documentation of medical information is
captured in paper form or in the CBP EMR system (under development) in
accordance with privacy requirements.
B. USBP shall ensure appropriate medical documentation from emergency room
or hospital visits is shared or transferred with appropriate parties as persons
are transferred or released from custody.
C. USBP shall provide appropriate medical summary documentation of care
provided while in USBP custody to appropriate parties as part of the transfer or
release process.
D. USBP shall continue to work with established systems and contractors to
develop EMR functionality, to include interoperability with the Unified
Immigration Portal (UIP), in conjunction with broader DHS and USG efforts.
E. REPORTING
1. USBP will develop and provide regular summary reporting regarding its
medical support efforts to the CBP CMO and CBP leadership for sharing,
via the UIP, with DHS HQ, CWMD/CMO, DHS OCHCO, and other
stakeholders as appropriate. These efforts include:
i. Summary reports of USBP MQM program efforts;
ii. Summary tracking of USBP medical encounters (health intake
interviews, medical assessments, medical encounters, hospital referrals,
hospital admissions, deaths in custody); and
iii. Summary and spot reports regarding ID issues (SOP VIII).

X.

Surge and Crisis-level Medical Support
A. USBP will include surge and crisis-level medical support considerations in
contingency planning efforts and in the development of additional enhanced
medical support capabilities.
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B. USBP, with the CBP CMO, will work with DHS HQ, CWMD/CMO, and other
stakeholders and working groups to coordinate surge and crisis-level medical
support requirements and efforts.
C. CBP will maintain contracted medical support at medical priority locations with
ability to flex and surge within sectors as available, as well as some ability to
flex/surge across sectors.
D. SURGE OPERATIONS
1. While defining specific criteria for when a medical surge develops is
dependent on a number of fluctuating variables, significant considerations
would include:
i.

Operational conditions resulting in incremental increases in:
daily apprehensions, number of persons in custody, shift in
demographics, and time in custody

ii.

Potential for increased medical risk

iii.

Requirement for intra-sector/neighboring sector response
efforts.

2. For surge medical support, USBP shall utilize contracted medical support
personnel to flex/surge staffing within the sector and across stations as
operationally appropriate.
3. USBP may utilize additional EMT certified agents in medical support efforts
as operationally appropriate.
4. Surge medical support efforts may include establishment of additional
medical priority facilities, such as at temporary/soft-side facilities via
contracted medical personnel.
5. USBP, with the CBP CMO, will maintain situational awareness regarding
potential medical risk/threats.
6. CBP CMO will notify DHS HQ, DHS CMO, and other stakeholders as
appropriate of potential increased medical risk/threats during medical surge
operations.
E. CRISIS OPERATIONS
1. While defining specific criteria for medical crisis support is dependent on a
number of fluctuating variables, significant considerations would include:
i.

Operational conditions resulting in substantial increases in: daily
apprehensions, number of persons in custody, shift in
demographics, and time in custody

ii.

Presence of increased medical risk
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iii.

Requirement for national level USBP/CBP/or interagency
response efforts

2. USBP, with the CBP CMO, shall work with DHS HQ, CWMD/CMO, and
other stakeholders and working groups to determine criteria and metrics for
determination of a public health crisis at the border.
3. USBP will utilize flex and surge contracted medical support within and
across sectors to the greatest extent possible for medical crisis support.
4. USBP may surge USBP or request CBP personnel, including CBP EMTs as
appropriate, to critical locations to support crisis operations.
5. USBP may establish additional temporary/soft-sided facilities, with
appropriate medical support, to support crisis operations.
6. USBP will make every effort to expedite transfer of persons in custody, in
particular at-risk persons and/or persons with medical issues to ICE or HHS
to support crisis operations.
7. USBP will request interagency crisis medical team support at critical
locations as appropriate.
8. USBP, with the CBP CMO, will provide reports and updates regarding
overall conditions and medical situation to CBP and DHS leadership,
including CWMD/CMO, to inform decisions regarding potential public health
crisis risk.
9. USBP, with the CBP CMO, will work with the DHS CMO and other
stakeholders and working groups to identify crisis vaccination-related
requirements as part of the USG immigration care continuum.
10. USBP, with CBP CMO, will develop additional Requests for Assistance
(RFA) from DHS, HHS, and other USG partners as appropriate to the
circumstances (for example: USG Convalescent Care Centers)
F. USBP, with the CBP CMO, will maintain situational awareness of unique
medical risks or threats.
G. CBP will notify DHS HQ, DHS CMO, and other stakeholders of increased
medical risks or threats during crisis operations.

XI.

MEDICAL MONITORING, COMPLIANCE, REVIEW, AND METRICS
A. USBP shall work with relevant CBP offices, including the CBP CMO, to ensure
robust and multi-pronged monitoring, compliance, and review of its medical
support efforts.
B. The CBP CMO shall conduct medical direction and oversight of CBP’s medical
support efforts.
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C. USBP shall support a robust CBP MQM program (SOP VII).
D. COR and TOMs shall monitor and review compliance with contractual medical
support requirements.
E. USBP, with the CBP CMO shall work with CBP Management Inspections
Division (MID) and the CBP Juvenile Coordinator to incorporate medical
monitoring and compliance into ongoing review efforts.
1. CBP monitoring and compliance efforts may include, but are not limited to,
site visits, checklists, interviews of CBP personnel and persons in custody,
and relevant document review to monitor medical efforts.
F. Metrics to guide medical monitoring and compliance assessment will include:
1. Encounter metrics: (including age and diagnosis/disposition as appropriate)
i. Number of persons apprehended and in custody;
ii. Number/percentage of persons with Health Intake Interview;
iii. Number/percentage of persons with Medical Assessment;
iv. Number/percentage of persons with Medical Encounter;
v. Number/percentage of persons referred to local health system;
vi. Number/percentage of persons admitted to hospital; and
vii. Number of deaths in custody.
2. Observation and Document Review Metrics:
i. Presence of medical support on site;
ii. Health intake interviews, Medical Assessments, Medical Encounters
being conducted;
iii. Medication reviews being conducted; medications provided;
iv. Enhanced medical monitoring being conducted; and
v. Medical documentation being conducted.
3. Interview Metrics: (based on interviews of persons in custody)
i. Perception of access to medical support;
ii. Perception of quality of medical support;
iii. Personal experience with medical support; and
iv. Issues/concerns regarding medical support.
G. Death in Custody review or investigation.
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1. Medical review of deaths in custody will be an integral component of the
CBP MQM program (SOP XII).
2. In addition, USBP will cooperate with all reviews or investigations of deaths
in custody by CBP OPR and DHS OIG, as well as other applicable federal,
state, or local authorities, as appropriate.
i. CBP CMO shall participate on the CBP Death in Custody Working
Group.
ii. CBP CMO may participate in CBP OPR reviews, providing medical
perspective and expertise as appropriate.
iii. DHS CMO may review findings of CBP OPR/CBP CMO reviews of
deaths in USBP custody.
iv. CBP may seek external review of deaths in USBP custody if CBP CMO
and DHS CMO, or CBP or DHS leadership, request such review.
v. USBP will cooperate with all other reviews of deaths in custody.
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1300 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20229

Commissioner

August 18, 2021
MEMORANDUM FOR:

See Distribution

FROM:

Troy A. Miller
Acting Commissioner

SUBJECT:

Pregnancy and Childbirth Guidance

U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) CBP is currently assisting in the implementation of
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Public Health Reassessment and Order
Suspending the Right to Introduce Certain Persons From Countries Where a Quarantinable
Communicable Disease Exists (August 2, 2021) (“Order”). Pursuant to this Order, covered
noncitizens – to include family units and single adults who seek to unlawfully enter the United
States between ports of entry (POEs) – are subject to expulsion pursuant to 42 U.S.C. §§ 265,
268 (“Title 42”). The Order also includes an exception for those “whom customs officers
determine, with approval from a supervisor, should be excepted from this Order based on the
totality of the circumstances, including consideration of . . . humanitarian and public health
interests.”
CBP leadership has concluded that the treatment of women who give birth in CBP custody raises
significant humanitarian and public health interests, and that these interests warrant serious
consideration as part of a customs officer’s assessment of whether an exception to the Order,
based on the totality of the circumstances, is warranted. Women who have given birth in CBP
custody may require additional medical care such that expulsion of the mother may lead to
negative health outcomes for the mother and/or her newborn child. Additionally, these women
could be expelled at locations or into conditions that make it difficult to safely care for the
newborn child and recover from the delivery. When conducting a totality of the circumstances
assessment to assess whether an exception is warranted, agents/officers should consider that the
public health and humanitarian interests may weigh in favor of an exception from the Order for
mothers who have given birth while in CBP custody and require medical attention. In instances
where an agent/officer, assessing the totality of the circumstances, concludes that a mother who
has given birth while in CBP custody and requires medical attention should be expelled under
the Order, the agent/officer must first seek approval from a second line supervisor.
CBP is also taking action to make sure pregnant women in its custody have access to a medical
assessment. Henceforth, any female in custody at a CBP facility who answers “yes” to question
5 in the Alien Health Background section of the CBP Form 2500 (indicating that she is pregnant)
will be offered a medical assessment if there is a medical provider present at the facility. It is not
expected that every pregnant noncitizen in CBP custody will want a medical assessment. Such
medical assessment, if provided, will be documented in the systems of record. If the offer is
declined, the female will not be provided a medical assessment. The declination will be
documented in the systems of record. This new guidance augments CBP’s existing guidance,
which provides for medical care of those in CBP custody with urgent medical issues.

Pregnancy and Childbirth Guidance
Page 2
CBP is committed to treating those in its custody with dignity and respect. This guidance
reiterates that commitment.
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FOIA CBP 000001

(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

3/25/2020

20 Employee Conduct

Abuse of Authority

8/6/2021

27 TTP Program Complaints

TTP/Kiosks/Revoked

CMS ProcQ OFO ‐ Preclearance

Other (Employee Conduct)

CMS ProcQ OFO ‐ Preclearance

8/12/2020

2/1/2021

6/18/2021

1 Employee Conduct

226 Importing and Exporting

97 Procedure/Policy

(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

Fines/Detentions/Penalties/Seiz CMS ProcQ OFO ‐ Boston

Improper Processing

(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

8/1/2020

2 Office of Professional Responsibili JIC

(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

5/26/2020

1 Office of Professional Responsibili JIC

(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

FOIA CBP 000002

8/3/2021

8 Denied/Refused Admission

Denied/Refused Admission

CMS ProcQ OFO ‐ Chicago

2/11/2021

1 Coronavirus/COVID‐19

Coronavirus/COVID‐19

CMS ProcQ OFO ‐ Laredo

1/17/2021

5 Employee Conduct

Assumed Guilty Prior to Inspect CMS ProcQ OFO ‐ Laredo

8/1/2021

4/21/2021

24 Third Party (NGO/NON NGO)

104 TTP Program Complaints

Third Party (NGO/NON NGO)

(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

Scheduling

CMS ProcQ OFO ‐ New York

(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

FOIA CBP 000003

2/9/2020

1 Duplicate Emails

Duplicate Emails

(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

8/19/2020
1/12/2021

37 Employee Conduct
Intimidation/Humiliation
CMS ProcQ OFO ‐ Los Angeles
0 Looking for someone/ detained byLooking for someone/ detained
(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

12/25/2020

11 DHS Trip

DHS Trip

1/24/2021

45 Employee Conduct

Other (Employee Conduct)

2/11/2021

46 Third Party (NGO/NON NGO)

Third Party (NGO/NON NGO) (b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

2/20/2021

3 Denied/Refused Admission

Denied/Refused Admission

5/29/2021

38 Denied/Refused Admission

Denied/Refused Admission

(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

FOIA CBP 000004

1/27/2020

7/12/2021

6/2/2020
5/17/2021
8/17/2020

9 Comments

51 Employee Conduct

2 Poor Staffing/Long Lines
15 Employee Conduct
1 Poor Staffing/Long Lines

Comments

CMS ProcQ OFO ‐ New York

Inappropriate Personal Comme CMS ProcQ OFO ‐ New York

Primary Lines

(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

Rude

CMS ProcQ OFO ‐ Miami

Other

CMS ProcQ OFO ‐ San Diego

2/3/2021

232 Employee Conduct

Abuse of Authority

CMS ProcQ OFO ‐ San Francisco

3/14/2021

193 Employee Conduct

Intimidation/Humiliation

CMS ProcQ OFO ‐ Tucson

4/17/2020

3 Employee Conduct

Rude

CMS ProcQ OFO ‐ El Paso

8/26/2021
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(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

CMS IntQ ‐ CCB

FOIA CBP 000005

2/9/2020

5 Employee Conduct

Intimidation/Humiliation

CMS ProcQ OFO ‐ San Diego

9/4/2020

41 Employee Conduct

Abuse of Authority

CMS ProcQ OFO ‐ San Diego

1/27/2021

49 Employee Conduct

Abuse of Authority

(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

FOIA CBP 000006

Subject

E2 in foreign/ unable to return due to proclamation. ‐ wife Pregnanant

(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

Denied Admission

Denied Entry / allegations detained for three days in (2018)

Complaint about secondary examination

FOIA CBP 000007

Undeclared AG ‐ CBPO(b)(6);(b)(7cold and aggressive during inspection

CBPO was rude at the port of entry

CBP (b)(6);(b)(7)(Cnd SCBPO (unknown) provided terrible service

Outbound inspection / electronics detained 6051D

Complaint being refused access to restrooms

CBPO pushed me‐ I was trying to cross with someone's medication

Allegations BPA pour transmission fluid in vehicle and stole weed from vehicle ‐ See
als (b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

FOIA CBP 000008

Denied entry due to using Medicaid for the birth of child (gov't assistance)

Harrased

Complaint CBPO accusing being intoxicated at POE while child

Missed flight due to delays

EoA: There was no one there that could help

FOIA CBP 000009

Duplicate o (b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

Third Party ‐ treatment of wife in secondary
Looking for relative detained at border (illegal)

Frequently sent to secondary ‐ DHS TRIP (refer to file a new redress)

Complaint being questioned about children

Vehicle Seizure‐third‐party

Denied Entry

Denied entry

FOIA CBP 000010

Observation ‐ Pregnant persons should be given priority / airport employee said it
is not a disability

Unprofessional conduct by officer

Long lines
(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)MCO) incorrectly training other officers, Ordering employees to work

off the clock, Creating file (s) with no legal reason
Anonymous ‐ Long lines

Detained by CBP (outbound) for three hours

CBPO(b)(6);(b)(7)(C ave attitude

CBPO very rude/ Complaint being searched being pregnant and drive through X‐
Ray

Rude

FOIA CBP 000011

Secondary Inspection / husband humiliated
Complaint about CBPO (b)(6);(b)(7calling a "Hoe"

CBPO abuse of power

FOIA CBP 000012

Description
Dear Sir or Madam,
Because of the proclama on 9984 my wife and I are at the moment not allowed to travel back to our home in the United States.
We have an E2 visa and I am working for WIKA USA. We are living since July 2019 in Suwanee, Georgia. Our home is at the moment in the United States. My wife is also pregnant and
she is due on June 6th 2020. Everything what we have prepared for the baby and all examinations for the pregnancy took part in the United States. We thought that we can wait till the
travel ban is over on April 12th. But now with extending the travel ban to an unknown date, we are having concerns. At some point my wife will not be able to travel because of the
pregnancy.
My ques on would be is there any possibility for my wife and me to come back to the US in the next 2‐4 weeks?
The E2 visa does not fall under the criteria which would allow us to come back. Can we maybe use (ix) of Sec. 2. Scope of Suspension and Limita on on Entry?
(ix) any al
The subject stated that on Sunday, March 21, 2021 he was making entry to the US with his wife through the Veterans International Bridge in Brownsville, TX. The subject stated that he
and his wife ate tacos in Matamoros, Mexico and on the way back she began to feel ill. The subject stated that his wife is 4 months pregnant and that she needed to go to the bathroom
because the tacos upset her stomach. The subject stated that he wanted to get his wife to the hospital because he was worried and decided to travel down the SENTRI lane to make
entry. The subject is not a SENTRI member nor is his wife. The subject did not call the bridge or 911 to state there was any emergency. The subject stated that he was very upset that
the officers sent him and his wife into Vehicle Secondary for inspection based on the fact that he had a medical emergency. The inspection process and our mission was explained to the
subject. He was also provided with "Securing America's Borders" pamphlet and "A Look at th

A migration official pulled me to the side to pose a couple of inquiries. I gave them the data of the individual I would remain with for the fourteen days I will be in the US. I was then
asked where is the illegal drugs that I am convey. I told the official that I don't have any relations with such things and he went for another official who came and ask me inquiries about
transporting illegal drugs. When I was asked Who purchased my ticket I explained to the officials yet they inquired as to for what reason would he purchased my pass to visit a family
member and not him except if we have some other association other than companions? I went further to advise them that that isn't so on the grounds that I was married and that I was
pregnant. They sent me in a room with two female officials to affirm that I was pregnant since I was not showing at this point.
I expected that they would permit me to do a pregnancy test as confirmation, anyway that was not what they did. The ladies kept on

I strongly think I was unfairly treated by the CBP officer. I was retained for 3 days without any kind of communication, or options to return to my country faster. I had an acute
abdominal pain, and told them I was 3 month pregnant and needed to receive medical assistance ASAP, which was denied.
I was removed to the country handcuffed, like a criminal. Although, I still don´t know the reasons for my detention. I had a valid tourist visa, and no intention at all to remain more than
a short me in the United States.
I would like a real explanation for my detention and revocation of my visa and outrageous treatment. All my family have a valid tourist visa, and I would like to have mine again.
We sat there from 2pm to 7pm. Until 5pm No one came and told us anything on why we are being held up. A simple note on how long this will take, why are we here, when are we
next, how long roughly to expect to be here, what would happen if we miss our flight. Basically ease us up to this so we are aware and informed. We felt like we've done something
wrong and treated like criminals. My wife is pregnant, my name was the only one flagged but she wouldn't leave because there is no where else to go.. Most importantly, when my
name was called to office and after answering questions, the officer asked for my cellphone to search it. I have private picture of my family. I've complied but also asked him what rights
or reasons it gives you to search my phone and he did not answer but rather gave me a brochure that I've read, yet to find any wording on searching citizen's private cellphones. I feel
violated for the first time in my life. I was asked 10 questions on dates that I was other countri

FOIA CBP 000013

My husband and I were returning from our "Babymoon" in the Bahamas on an early am flight. We were randomly selected on the jet bridge by US Customs agents, a man and female, to
search out carry on luggage. I had never seen this done before, but complied of course! CBPO (b)(6);(b)(7searched my bag. She was cold and aggressive immediately. As she searched, she
asked a list of questions to which I believe I responded that "I might have an orange" but I honestly can't remember now. At the time, I had forgot that I had an orange was in my bag
(pregnancy brain + 3am wakeup). Additionally, being pregnant, I'm constantly throwing food in my purse to keep my blood sugar stable. Anyhow, I apologized and explained that I didn't
remember it was in the bag. The next few minutes were a blur (b)(6);(b)(7was nasty with her voice raised and making a scene. The worse she got with her threats the more upset my
husband became, he did not want to leave me in a foreign country, pregnant! He asked if we could throw it
While traveling through the Nassau Bahamas airport on August 7, 2021 I was berated and chastised in a grossly rude manner from Officer (b)(6);(b)(7)(The Global Entry machines stopped
working while I was completing then process. My you f daughter, age 10 was traveling with me. There were hundreds in line for the normal customs. Because I have global entry, I am 6
months pregnant, and traveling alone, my daughter accompanied me through the global line. Officer (b)(6);(b)(7)(berated me for doing so, to the point where the neighbor in the next line
over even said to me that his behavior was excessive and that he treated me unfairly. His words, tone and behavior were completely unnecessary. He continued to let me know that I
would be reported for brining my minor child through the line with me. I explained again, that she was a minor and I did not feel comfortable leaving my young daughter alone in a
customs line for hours while there were hundreds of other passengers. I recognize the agreement for global
While returning from Bermuda, my wife and I had a terrible experience with a customs agent named (b)(6);(b)(7) as well as her supervisor, a bald Caucasian male who did not appear to
have on any name tag. I have never submitted a complaint like this before, but this experience was the worst interaction that I have ever had with an employee of the federal
government. In total, we were delayed about an hour. (b)(6);(b)(7was incredibly rude and openly hostile from the very beginning. She responded to our questions with aggressive
condescension, she repeatedly cut us off whenever we spoke, and she asked very probing and inappropriate personal questions about things that clearly had nothing to do with her role
as a customs agent. For instance, she made my wife, who is 7.5 months pregnant, explain to her what she needed all of her medications for, which was quite embarrassing and clearly a
HIPPA violation. When my wife was forced to go through and explain all of her medical ailments, (b)(6);(b)(7)(said things lik
When I was about to board my flight from Chicago to Dublin, there were two gentlemen from CBP waiting for me at the gate. They questioned me for approximately 25 minutes about
myself, my life, work, travel plans etc. At the very end of this interrogation they proceeded to place my laptop and iPhone into a plastic bag and told me they were taking it for further
analysis. They wouldn't tell me why and told me to call the number on the receipt that they gave me. They said if I called the number they would tell me why it was detained and when
it will be returned. I was distraught and had an anxiety attack. I am 5 months pregnant with a full time job, I need my phone incase of emergencies, my laptop was company property
and had all of my IVF pa ent's personal informa on on it. So I was extremely worried about the HIPAA viola on that was about to occur.
I boarded the flight and called the number they gave me for updates every few days. No one on the phone has given me any answers so fa
We were waiting for almost 1 hour for a supervisor to clear my stepdaughter because although she is a legal resident of the US, we always get pulled aside because of an "issue". My
daughter in law is pregnant and I am on my period (very heavy)... and we needed to use the restroom, including my 4yr old. The 2 officers (b)(6);(b)(7)(C) tried helping us and
taking us to the restroom, but (b)(6);(b)(7)(stopped them and told them not to allow us to go to the restroom and sent us back to the car. This is inhumane considering we had already been
waiting 1 hour and it could cause us urinary infections. Worst part is all 3 of us are US born Citizens....apparently at border crossing innocent until proven guilty doesn't apply since
Officer (b)(6);(b)(7)(Cdidnt even bother to acknowledge us and spoke of us as if we had done something wrong.
Yesterday night I was mistreated while trying to cross over with my grandmas medicine Tramadol. (b)(6);(b)(put his hands on me trying to force me out of the building back into Mexico and
I’m 9 months pregnant. (b)(6);(b)(7) the supervisor was very unprofessional especially when I went back to cross again and asked to speak to him about the situation and complain about
how that was handled. These officers were did not handle the situation appropriately and were overly aggressive towards me. I’d appreciate talking to someone whom I can go into
further detail about what happened last night.
Assualt on me by (b)(6);(b)(7)(C)He walked up to me and said" if I have to tell you one more time to keep mask on you fuck."then he took off his velcro name tag a pressed it hard
against my chest. I asked (b)(6);(b)to arrest (b)(6);(b)(7)(C)for assault and he laughed at me.
If I would of done anything like that to your officer? I would be in jail or dead.
Destruction of private property. By (b)(6);(b) He poured my transmission fluid all over the back of my car. 2nd time. The first time was 3weeks ago. I wrote a complaint about that too. Yet
nothing has come of it of yet. Why are border patrol officers so corrupt? They stole 200 bucks from my wallet that time too. And my weed.
But regardless, today my pregnant wife was put in handcuffs a nd put in a cage because a boy broke into my truck and hid in it. Now you guys stole our truck that we use to haul our
home. We live next to the KOA. There are so many people that stay there.
My vehicle was searched without my concent and for no reason

FOIA CBP 000014

Dear Sir/Madam
My name is (b)(6);(b)(7)(C) I am a Jordanian national. My husband (b)(6);(b)(7)(C)and I had B1/B2 visas to the US that were cancelled few weeks ago upon our last visit to the US at
the immigration office.
We are writing this email to report what happened exactly, especially that the officers made us sign some documents in a rush without giving us the opportunity to read what we were
signing on. We need to know what went wrong exactly and what can we do in the future to make things right again. Our daughter is a US citizen and it would be important for our
family to travel to the US for visits in the future.
The story began in 2019 when I visited the states while I was pregnant. It was extremely tempting for me to give birth there and give my baby the gift of her life which is the American
citizenship. Both my husband and I wanted this badly because my husband is originally from Gaza (although he was not born there and never visited Palestine), and for some political r
12:33 pm In the first check point on the bridge I stopped to show my VISA and my Doctor Letter for my high risk pregnancy, the officer on the border said, you are not going to cross,
medical appointments are not permitted any more, I asked why and since when, she said since two months ago, I reply I crossed 3 weeks ago for my other appointment and she start to
scream to me saying, you are not going to cross I'm telling you, I replied to her I'm not screaming at you , I showed her my Residence Paper submission and she continue scream you are
not going to cross, then another officer came to said we are not allowing to cross to pregnant woman, the officer decided to call the supervisor saying that my appointment was in the
Clinic not "with the other" and she gave me my papers back and she said GO, I tried to speak with the supervisor right away because I felt harassed by the officer, then they want me to
make cross to the x‐ray machine when I told them that I was pregnant and I said NO

I am writing today in the early hours of the morning, because I am very upset with the manner I was treated. Given this is not the first time I have crossed with this individual, I am very
unhappy with the way I was accused of being intoxicated, as I crossed back with my infant child. Let me make it absolutely clear that I was not under any influence that this individual
accused me of, in fact I had just gotten out of my work place, where I worked a 12 hour shift. My only form of childcare is in our border town, Piedras Negras, to which many of your
agents have met and know my child and I. I crossed back very exhausted and all I wanted to do was get to my home and rest with my child. This is a serious accusation and I am
absolutely baffled by this incident, it is a very serious situation that should be dealt with, because it may have resulted in the loss of my parental rights. Here is the number to one of my
managers that can verify the time I left my workplace (b)(6);(b)(7)(C)
To whom it may concern,
I would like to log in a formal complaint against the services and officer handling the heathrow airport line at terminal 3 in the UK. My wife who is an American citizen and is currently
pregnant was booked to travel back home on Thursday 22nd July at 11am on Virgin Flight with my two kids who are UK citizens and British passport holders.
On arriving at Heathrow my wife was informed to line up in the foreign line as our kids are British citizens to get approval to travel to America. The line she entered had over 100
families waiting. From our understanding there was onbly one personnel handling the line and delaying everyone resulting in people missing their flights.
My wife became very anxious. despite being pregnant and having two kids under the age of 10 with her she was asked to wait in the 31 degrees heat for over 4 hours resulting in her
and my kinds missing their flight. She felt unwell waiting on her feet, dehydrate and sick. After 4 hours of
I’d like to file a complaint. I’m an active duty military member serving overseas and have been stationed overseas for going on five years plus now. My family joined Global Entry before
going overseas and our membership has since expired. We are now relocating back to the States to our next base and I thought it was the perfect time to act on the CBP emails I’ve
been ge ng for quite some me now to renew our membership though Enrollment on Arrival.
My pregnant wife (whom I had to send ahead while I finished our household goods shipment with the military) with our four year old in tow, was just told by the CBP agent at the desk
designated for Enrollment on Arrival, that there was no one there that could help her and she could not finish her enrollment. At 1130 AM on a Wednesday! I filled out everything
online to renew our Global Entry access just to find out we had to do another interview, only to be turned away at one of the rare opportuni es we had to get it done!
Approve us

FOIA CBP 000015

January 28,2020

Time: 06 00 ‐ 06:57 a.m.

By the way this is not the first me that we had to put in a complain. Reference # (b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

We were going to cross the San Ysidro border going to San Diego. As we pulled up to the border patrol booth so they can do their regular check to the truck and so then she
decided to send us to secondary. Onesie we got to secondary they send us to there waiting lane. So my husband pulled up and turn off the truck and he got off the truck to open the
hood of the truck and also the tailgate of the truck as well. Then one of the border patrols told us to close it up and to reverse the truck all the way back to the x‐ray so my husband
did.Our 14th‐year‐old son (b)(6);(balso has autism and I which I may add I’m 4 months pregnant. So we got off the truck so my husband can proceed with their commands. So our son and I
walked to the lane ‐to wait for my husband to finish with the x‐ray. As my husband pulled up to the lane so they c
This complaint is about one of your officer's disrespectful conduct towards my wife on Aug 17th, 2020, during the secondary inspection where my wife was sent upon our arrival to LAX.
Delta Flight 574 around 7pm.
Don't know the name since my wife did not see his Badge. Maybe the admittance stamp he placed on my wife's passport is his Badge #? (b)(6);( n the left side, (b)(6);(b)(on the right side of
the stamp.
He's African‐American, around 6feet, slim, wearing black watch, and white face mask.
I am a US Citizen and my wife is a Mexican Citizen, I petitioned my wife since Dec. 2018 and our case is currently in the n the final process at the National Visa Center (Juarez)
(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)
Case Number
(b)(6);(b)(7)(C) ‐ Invoice Number
My wife is 7 months pregnant, has her Tourist Visa, and I brought her for 2 reasons, to have my baby here in the US(I have health insuranceand she'su) under my plan, so she and the
baby are covered by it), and I purchased a house a year ago, which I am refinancing,
Looking for sister that was incoming in a vehicle illegally and pregnant
I am subjected to a secondary search every time I come back to the United States! I am a flight attendant which makes my job difficult because of the time this takes between flights for
this to be done and have I another flight to work. Also I am currently pregnant and my fiancé and Father of my child lives in another country so I have to travel back n forth there. This
has been going on OVER A YEAR now without reason! I have answered questions after questions....I go through search after search for what? I’m being subjected to this treatment for
no reason long enough, please I am asking something to be done....this is extremely unfair and quite frustrating to go through this for so long especially now being pregnant it’s very
overwhelming... all this without cause on my behalf! I haven’t done anything wrong and have complied every time. It’s so bad that I know almost everyone who works in that section
because of how much I am subjected to this... they too have agreed that it’s qui
Officer brought me down for not having the kids documents, I was taken into an office for questioning I answered everything I showed them pictures of my kids documents, they took
my phone away looked though it which they had no right to they question me on why I how I had obtained and paid my residence card, they question me on how I gave birth to my kid.
Which. I answered. C‐section they questioned me how I had paid the hospital bills, they asked me how I paid for my residence card they asked who requested me to qualify for my
residency and how much I had paid. I believe they are not the officers in charge of that I already paid my dues and they had no right to be interrogating me nor to deny my kids that are
US citizens the entry into the united Stated. I was being completely discriminated and harassed by two officers that were there and they still continued to tell threaten me that they will
be checking up on me, my kids were so scared and almost traumatized.
My 6 month pregnant wife was asked if she wanted anything from the truck that was seized? She was alone. She asked how can I take my property? If you guys are taking away my
truck? So the agents didn't allow her to get anything from the truck. Now all of our property is gone. I have pictures of the stuff that was in the back of the bed. They were items from
our home and stuff we sell at the swap meet. Who is going to replace our items? You people have stolen from me too many times already. The last time I complained about your
agents stealing money from my wallet and many other items from my Honda Element. Do CBP agent's don't get paid enough? Why steal from the public when they get a pay check
every week?
Hello, my name is (b)(6);(b)(7)(CI hope someone can please help me. I was denied entry and was told I wouldn’t be allowed entry for 6 months. I am pregnant and have a husband (we were
married via religious ceremony) who is a USC. I understand I cannot attempt to re‐enter til august, however when I do attempt to re‐enter then, what can I provide as proof so this ban
can be removed? Can proof of doctors and hospital papers be used as proof of residency in Canada? Because I do not have any desire to live in the U.S as we are trying to get my
husband to move to Canada but due to covid it’s been hard. If there’s anyone who can give me a few tips that I can do and if this ban is going to effect any future travels. Thank you for
your considera on.
Sincerely,
(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

I was travelling to the USA with my Kids one of my kids is an infant that needs milk. CBP Abu Dhabi we were stopped from 8AM till 4 PM for investigation. How can an infant stay
without drinking milk for such a long time. At end we decided to withdraw our entry request to US and in return our all family visas were cancelled.
Please advise me on how an infant stays without milk for such a long time and there are no facilities at your center which cost us our visa.
Now I am in a very stressful condition. Please help me.

FOIA CBP 000016

To whom it may concern,
Me and my wife travelled to United States of American on a Visa Waiver Program a couple of weeks ago. Unfortunately upon arriving to Newark we were surprised by a long line for a
U.S Customs and Border checkpoint. As we waited in a line, we noticed a young family with a child in a stroller and a pregnant woman who should be prioritised considering that the
child was sick and a woman was in a presumably advanced pregnancy.
Unfortunately, the person directing people to US Borders and Customs Protection officers did not want to prioritize the young family, arguing that the pregnant women, does not have
a disability thus does not have to be let through at the line and has to wait just like the other passengers for what turned out to be more than 1 5 hours. This would not be so
outrageous if not for a fact that we waited more than 1 5 hours to be ques oned by the oﬃcers.
I hope that the people responsible for these long lines will some day understand th
I am high risk pregnancy. I came off of a 4 hour tarmac delay and was trying to give my husband the immigration form and his passport which I accidentally took so he could go through
regular line. I was looking for him walking up and down and the custom worker asked me what I was doing. I said I am pregnant in pain and just need help to give my husband the
form. He said "who asked you to fly then?" I was in significant pain and he said get away from that area and I asked that he not speak to me without a mask as I am high risk. He
continued to speak to me harshly. I asked him to leave me alone and walked away. I did not break any laws or rules and he did not have to make my situation worse than it was. He
subsequently took retaliatory action against me by reporting me to global entry when I had broken no laws or rules. Earlier When I was informed my husband could not go through
global w me he went in regular line. I was allowed to go give my husband his passport. I am concerned th
On June 1 there was a line of at least 300 men women and children waiting in 100 degree heat to enter the US. We used our Sentri card to go to the head of the line but still had to
wait for 35 minutes to enter the customs hall. There we encountered 5 or 6 officers interrogating an Hispanic women with an infant for about 15 minutes before leading her off into an
anti‐room. Despite the enormous line of waiting citizens, only one of the 4 entry gates was operating. We waited patiently then we were photographed ( my wife and me) and allowed
to pass after the officer inquired “how was your line?” This struck me as an odd question as 300 or more people were facing a wait of 6 hours or more in the heat. I strongly suspect
that our WHITE CAUCASION & elderly apparance smoothed our entry into the US
Officer(b)(6);(b)(7)(C) MCO) incorrectly training other officers, Ordering employees to work off the clock, Creating file (s) with no legal reason, Harrastment against pregnant women.
I am 36 weeks pregnant and had been told I could cross directly withoit having to make a 3 hour line so last Friday I tried crossing directly so they could check my papers and the cbp
told me I couldn't do that and made me stand 3 hours and half in the line with tons of other people. I was exhausted standing in the heat.
Hello, I was illegally detained by officer (b)(6);(b)(7)(C) long with my wife and 5 children (one of which is an infant) for several hours. This happened right at the entrance of the plain
directly after we checked in and cleared through security. He threatened my children, made them feel unsafe, took their phones and our passports. My kids were terrified and crying as
a result and we had no food to feed our little baby. After detaining us for over 3 hours, we missed our flight and then we were released and given no reason for our detention. I would
like to escalate this issue to the highest level and plan to take legal action. Thank you
I was trying to cross the border on sunday the 14th after doing 4 hours of line. I was missing the bottom part of my permit. I had my dogs with me plus i am also 8 months pregnant the
office got upset because the dogs were barking on her. I don’t have control on that! She gave me attitude and send me to secondary where they had me for almost 3 hours they had
checked my car several times and they gave priority to people that got there after us. She did that on purpose she left her station to go see me criying and to see how frustrated I was
she literally went to made fun of me. When i asked what was going on I confronted her telling her that i knew she told the officers to keep me extra time on purpose and went there to
make sure that her orders where being full field. Not caring i was pregant and how long i was in the line for she was pissed and wanted to make me go through hell and she was just
starting at us for about 35 minutes without doing any of her duties and when I confronted
hi around 5:40pm at the Port of entry of Santa Teresa NM my mother and I we were returning home from Juárez México. The Border Patrol agents were very rude and they tread is as
criminals. Talking very loud and without respect. I am 8 months pregnant and I was wearing the mask and gloves because all this situation. However, the officers were very rude asking
why I was using the mask and gloves. They putted a dog to search our belongings, that was not the issue it was the overall experience without any valid reason. In addition, one of the
officers asked me to drive through the x rays knowing that I am pregnant. Also, asking very rude to my mother why she was not able to drive, she is taking medications due to health
issues.
I was meeting my pregnant wife and 4‐years old son crossing from Mexico. We are US citizen. When they went out on the US side, the officer, who did not introduce himself, behaved
very rudely. He refused to let my wife to the restroom and did not allow them to enter my car. Then he demanded my driver license and registration, saying that I cannot pick up at that
spot by the crossing. He refused to introduce himself or give his badge number. He kept me in the car for 40 minutes and my pregnant wife and son were forced to stay outside at 95
degree heat. Then he told us in a very rude way to get out of there. As his actions jeopardized my wife's and son health, I am going to press legal charges against Homeland Security, as
he apparently worked for the departent. I have a photo of him and his car's number plate is (b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

FOIA CBP 000017

January 28,2020

Time: 06 00 ‐ 06:57 a.m.

By the way this is not the first time that we had to put in a complain. Reference # (b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

We were going to cross the San Ysidro border going to San Diego. As we pulled up to the border patrol booth so they can do their regular check to the truck and so then she
decided to send us to secondary. Onesie we got to secondary they send us to there waiting lane. So my husband pulled up and turn off the truck and he got off the truck to open the
hood of the truck and also the tailgate of the truck as well. Then one of the border patrols told us to close it up and to reverse the truck all the way back to the x‐ray so my husband
did.Our 14th‐year‐old son (b)(6);(b)(also has autism and I which I may add I’m 4 months pregnant. So we got off the truck so my husband can proceed with their commands. So our son and I
walked to the lane ‐to wait for my husband to finish with the x‐ray. As my husband pulled up to the lane so they c
Allegations CBPO(b)(6);(b)(7nappropriate behavior, calling complainant a "Hoe" got up in her face where she felt he would have hit her. Caller is pregnant. Spoke to SCBPO (b)(6);(b)where
supervisor stated CBPO (b)(6);(b)(7should have done that and other officers pulling Officer (b)(6);(b)away.
I crossed the bridge at the SENTRI lane on Sunday January 24 around 3:10 PM, there were 3 cbp officers at that time and they were doing x‐rays revisions to every car that was crossing.
The officer that was in the toll at that time told me that I had to drive thru the x‐rays inside my car, to which I responded that I was pregnant and could not, I was not refusing a revision
of my car or myself, only that I couldn't drive because of the x‐rays and due to my pregnancy to which he responded that he wasn't going to deal with me and wasn't going to stop the
line because of me and that I should just drive and speak to the next officer, he was not nice about this and his tone of voice was not respectful at all. To begin with, if there was a line it
wasn't because of me, and the way he responded was a clear example of his abuse of power, I was never disrespectful or rude, I simply explained my situation in case something had to
be done and I didn't want to wait until the last minute and waste

FOIA CBP 000018

Call Notes

Status

Case Origin

Closed Date

Response Sent/Closed

Web

4/2/2020

Phone

4/2/2021

Response Sent/Closed

Web

6/14/2021

Response Sent/Closed

Web

11/5/2020

Response Sent/Closed

Web

3/24/2020

The subject stated that on Sunday, March 21, 2021 he was making entry to the US with his wife t Closed

FOIA CBP 000019

Response Sent/Closed

Web

4/14/2020

Response Sent/Closed

Web

9/2/2021

Response Sent/Closed

Web

8/13/2020

Response Sent/Closed

Web

9/15/2021

New

Web

External Component

Web

8/3/2020

External Component

Web

5/28/2020

FOIA CBP 000020

Response Sent/Closed

Web

8/11/2021

Response Sent/Closed

Web

2/12/2021

Response Sent/Closed

Web

1/22/2021

Closed

Web

8/25/2021

Response Sent/Closed

Web

8/3/2021

FOIA CBP 000021

Closed

Web

2/10/2020

Web
Phone

9/25/2020
1/12/2021

Response Sent/Closed

Web

1/5/2021

Closed due to Inaction

Web

3/10/2021

Response Sent/Closed

Web

3/29/2021

Response Sent/Closed

Web

2/23/2021

Closed

Web

7/6/2021

Response Sent/Closed
Looking for illegal sister crossing the border in a vehicle pregnantReferred caller to BPO McAllen Closed

FOIA CBP 000022

Response Sent/Closed

Web

2/5/2020

Response Sent/Closed

Web

9/1/2021

Response Sent/Closed

Web

6/4/2020

Closed

Web

6/1/2021

Closed

Web

8/18/2020

New

Web

New

Web

Response Sent/Closed

Web

New

Web

4/20/2020

FOIA CBP 000023

(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)DOB: (b)(6);(b)(7)(C)USCPhone: (b)(6);(b)(7)(C)Email:

Anonymous Call. Unable to contact

(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)

Response Sent/Closed

Web

2/14/2020

Response Sent/Closed

Phone

10/15/2020

Closed

Web

3/16/2021

FOIA CBP 000024

Description
Iba a viajar a Las Vegas para comprar y antes de abordar el avión en México me llamaron y un agente migratorio cancelo mi visa sin darme ninguna explicación, en ese
momento pensé que porque estaba embarazada no me habían dejado viajar, sin embargo el Martes 05/26/2021 mi hijo
(b)(6);(b)(7)(C) fecha de Nacimiento
(b)(6);(b)(7)(C) iba a viajar a Las Vegas con mi nuevo esposo que llevo casada con el desde 2017 y le paso lo mismo le dijeron que su visa estaba revocada. No entendemos si el
papa de el (mi ex esposo) hizo algo por lo que no podemos viajar nosotros llevamos sin saber de el mas de 7 años. Mi nuevo esposo pregunto cuando llego al aeropuerto y nos
comentaron que escribiéramos aquí para saber que es lo que esta pasando
Muchas Gracias por su ayuda

(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)
Soy mexicano, vivo en la ciudad de tijuana, mi esposa y yo tenemos visa de turista, mi esposa esta embarazada y ella desde el mes de Febrero del 2020 se esta atendiendo en
la ciudad de CHULAVISTA CALIFORNIA, el en el mes de Mayo ella tenia cita de revisión mensual con el ginecólogo. y por el tema de la contingencia de salud, no me dejaron
cruzar a la cita de mi esposa a ninguno de los dos, yo mostré los documentos donde especificaba que tenia la cita, ademas los documentos del pago de los servicios
contratados.
Soy mexicano, vivo en la ciudad de tijuana, mi esposa y yo tenemos visa de turista, mi esposa esta embarazada y ella desde el mes de Febrero del 2020 se esta atendiendo en
la ciudad de CHULAVISTA CALIFORNIA, el en el mes de Mayo ella tenia cita de revisión mensual con el ginecólogo. y por el tema de la contingencia de salud, no me dejaron
cruzar a la cita de mi esposa a ninguno de los dos, yo mostré los documentos donde especificaba que tenia la cita, ademas los documentos del pago de los servicios
contratados.
Me dejaron esperando 45 minutos a que hicieran cambio de turno por que no quieren manejar mi automóvil a los rayos x, al momento de yo decirle que estaba embarazada
me dijeron que no lo manejarían y que si no lo pasaba yo tendría que esperar asta q ir alguien quiera manejar y que según no le pararía nada a mi bebe pero yo les expliqué
que no quería arriesgarme y que primero quería preguntar a mi ginecólogo que si podía pasar sin problema y como me estaba contestando de una manera despota pedí
hablar con el encargado a lo cual de una manera burlona me respondió que no tenía encargado que tenia superviso yo le respondí que entonces quería hablar con su
supervisor y me dijo que aún así tenía que esperar y se dio la vuelta ignorondome aún así diciéndole que yo tenia un cita y que necesitaba cruzar ( yo iba con el tiempo
suficiente para llegar a mi cita ) .
Eso ocurrió hoy jueves 15de julio del 2021 a las 8:30 A. M. En El Pasó TX. En el puente internacional Ysleta.
El nombre del oficial

FOIA CBP 000026

English Translation
Status
“I was going to travel to Las Vegas to buy (for shopping) and before boarding the plane in Mexico they called me and an immigration agent canceled
my visa without giving me any explanation, at that moment I thought that because I was pregnant they had not let me travel, however on Tuesday
(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)
05/26/2021 my son
Date of Birth (b)(6);(b)(7)(C) was going to travel to Las Vegas with my new husband who I have been
married to him since 2017 and the same thing happened to him, they told him that his visa was revoked. We do not understand if his father (my ex‐
husband) did something for which we cannot travel, we have not known about him for more than 7 years. My new husband asked when he got to the
airport, and they told us to write here to find out what is happening.
Thank you very much for your help
(b)(6);(b)(7)(C)
Response Sent/Closed

Case Origin

Closed Date

Web

6/3/2021

I am Mexican, I live in the city of Tijuana, my wife and I have a tourist visa, my wife is pregnant, and she has been assisted in the city of CHULAVISTA CA Closed

Web

5/27/2020

I am Mexican, I live in the city of Tijuana, my wife and I have a tourist visa, my wife is pregnant, and she has been assisted in the city of CHULAVISTA CA Closed

Web

5/27/2020

They left me waiting 45 minutes for them to change their shift because they don't want to drive my car under x‐rays, when I told him I was pregnant
they told me that they would not handle it and that if I did not pass it, I would have to wait until someone wants to drive and that nothing would
happen to my baby but I explained to them that I did not want to risk myself and that first I wanted to ask my gynecologist that if I could pass without
problem and since he was answering me in a despotic way, I asked to speak with the manager to which he mockingly replied that he had no manager
that he had supervisor, I replied that then I wanted to talk to his supervisor and told me that I still had to wait and he turned around ignoring me still
telling him that I had a date and that I needed to cross (I was early enough to get to my appointment).
That happened today, Thursday, July 15, 2021, at 8:30 a.m. In El Paso TX. At the Ysleta international bridge.
The officer's name
Closed

Web

8/30/2021

FOIA CBP 000027

Letter released via FOIAonline to email kristin@immigrationlitigation.org.
November 19, 2021

CBP-2021-043699

Kristin Macleod-Ball
National Immigration Litigation Alliance
10 Griggs Terrace
Brookline, MA 02446
Dear Ms. Macleod-Ball:
In response to National Immigration Litigation Alliance, Al Otro, and Haitian Bridge Alliance v.
U.S. Customs and Border Protection, Case No. 1:21-cv-11094-RGS, this is the final response to
your March 18, 2021 Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to U.S. Customs and Border
Protection (CBP), in which you are seeking records pertaining to policies, complaints, and/or
guidance related to the expulsion, or removal, of mothers with children under six months old.
This production responds to item number three of your request, specifically:
Statistics reflecting the total number of mothers with U.S. citizen children under the age of
six months expelled under 42 U.S.C. § 265 or removed under any other provision of law
since January 1, 2020, including:
a. CBP sector where the expulsion or removal occurred;
b. mother’s date of release from the U.S. hospital in which she gave birth or
the location of birth if not a U.S. hospital; and
c. date of birth of the U.S. citizen child expelled or removed with their
mother.
CBP does not track the information you are seeking in a manner that is readily available by
automated search. A manual search was performed for the time span of January 1, 2020 to August 6,
2021. An updated search was completed on November 3, 2021. Information responding to 3.b. is not
available.
Four potentially responsive events were discovered.

Sector
San Diego (SDC)
Del Rio (DRT)
Del Rio (DRT)
Del Rio (DRT)

Date of
Event
03/20/2021
06/03/2021
02/08/2021
10/08/2021

Child
DOB
3/2021
6/2021
7/2020
8/2020

The names of the children and mothers, as well as the day of birth, have been withheld pursuant to
Title 5 U.S.C. § 552 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C). The event numbers have been withheld pursuant to Title 5
U.S.C. § 552 (b)(7)(E).
CBP’s FOIA exemption language can be found at:
https://www.cbp.gov/sites/default/files/assets/documents/2019-Dec/definitions-exemptionsfoia_0.pdf .
This completes CBP’s response to your request. If you have questions or concerns regarding this
interim response, you may contact Assistant United States Attorney Michael Fitzgerald at
or
.
Please notate file number CBP-2021-043699 on any future correspondence to CBP related to this
request.
Sincerely,
FOIA Division
U.S. Customs and Border Protection

